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About This Game

What happens when the only hope of a threatened world lies not with heroes in shining armor, but in the hands of a band of
misfits and criminals? Blackguards, a new turn-based strategy RPG, explores this very question. You will discover over 180

unique hex-based battlegrounds within a dark and mature story of crime, drugs, and murder.

Play as a warrior, mage or hunter and customize your character's skills as you see fit. The challenging campaign delivers a story
of doubt, treason and loss. You decide the course of the story at key turning points and determine its outcome.

Key Features

More than 180 unique battlemaps provide ever-evolving and novel challenges.

Make sure you have plenty of snacks, as this dark fantasy adventure has 40+ hours of exciting play time.

Lead up to five characters in your party to glorious victory or devastating defeat.

Enjoy enchanting hand drawn backdrops. They're beautiful even when your party members get their asses handed to
them.

Your choice of spells, skills and abilities determine your battlefield tactics. Aggressive? Defensive? Tactical? It's your
call how to tackle each challenging encounter!
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Use interactive objects like bee hives or barrels to your advantage in combat, or blow yourself up by carrying a torch
into flammable swamp gas.

Dish out some serious damage with 40 special abilities and more than 90 spells... or find yourself on the other end and
get obliterated.
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Title: Blackguards
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Daedalic Entertainment
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8 (32/64 bits versions)

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600 GT, ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,German,French,Russian,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Czech,Turkish,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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Very good game. Well worth the asking price.. Very solid platformer, I am surprised that this was originally mobile game, or it
was other way around? Anyway good game, simple but challenging and quite enjoyable, better than I expected :). A shamelss
attempt to let you pay for the content of Wrath of the Damned event twice. Your girlfriend will love the spider thingy, but you
know it's useless. None of the cards are essential and you don't want to pay 5 \u20ac to extend your collection by few extra
virtual cards, do you?. I have around 50 games on the Vive, and although the graphics aren't the best, the game play is fun and
the feeling of fast movement (especially when jumping of the cliffs) is outstanding. Definitely recommend this one.. It's like
Warthunder... But on acid
. Amazing.

This game is utteryly amazing for it's price. Space dogfights are just too much fun.

Buy it.

Now.
. Contact a doctor if this game has not given you an erection after 30 minutes of gameplay. wow. Starting out in a full white
room and a black hole at the end (cmonBruh) and it is telling me to walk, but my mouse is just going all over the place and I
find out theyve inverted the mouse, and it took me way longer than I think it should have to find out how to turn it off in the
settings, but anyways.. Beginning cutscenes after the 'tutorial' felt long and dragged out, at one point, I thought I was supposed to
click or do something, but no, just waiting... Finally in the game, it feels like I'm playing something on a gameboy but this is a
new release in 2018... ok.. whatever. The first stage (when I finally get to play) is interesting I guess.. not a fully linear set of
streets to walk through, but I'm just going around picking up 'files' and 'memories' and blah blah whatever. I still have no idea
whats going on, someone died, and I have a brother and a dad and a mum? Whats happening? Theres a car that needs parts, I
have 2 car parts but they both dont work... finally OH COMBINE THEM DUUHHHHH, I do that to get to the next stage where
theres a sentinel enemy which is actually impossible to die from unless youre trying, which I ended up doing because I couldn't
figure out what to do next. The game said 'these notes must mean something' and then it says 'move slowly'.... What the hell are
you talking about? Theres nothing to input or use 'notes' anywheres, and I don't need to move slowly to avoid the monster.
Started 'moving slowly' around the map and then just offed myself... what is this game... It was actually getting atmospheric
besides the bad graphics and clunky movement but when theres no understandable story with no clear goal in the gameplay it
makes it really hard to continue. refunded yikes bye
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It feels unfinished. The movement seems hard to control.. This game is awful, this game is a unfinished mobile game.

- Build times are in REAL TIME.
- Cars have no set path and drive down random roads, (the cars do not turn and instead just teleport to the road they're turning
onto)
- Buildings do not seem to have a desciption to tell you what they are

+ Nice cartoonish graphics
. Yessssssssss. I love this game.
. Every zombiegame is a good game.
Never played a clicking zombie game yet, never knew it could be that hard to survive

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ene3uC1eJTY. (ONE QUICK NOTE, DEVS FIXED A FEW THINGS THAT I'VE SAID.
VERY GOOD DEVS)

In this state, I found myself to actually enjoy this game, it's very unique.

Currently, there are many changes that can be made, such as the tree rendering distance, I find that on ultra graphics, I still see
too little of the details further away. Maybe put it a step up? Like Ultra-high or something.

Also, the main problem I have with this game is the exploration, exploring is a pain because you're gonna have trouble getting to
areas because of the character stopping at areas. Also, the characters cannot drop. You can't fall at all, so trying to fall, you won't
be allowed to do that. Trying to go down a mountain? You can't do that, you have to go around, through the enemies.

The last problem is night, Night looks very very bad. Change the sky from brown to black, also while on a ship, the islands look
very blue-ish, change this too.
Honestly, the lag is the last of my issues. At this stage, I'm still having a VERY fun time on this game, I find it a great time
wasting tool, just focus on what I've said, and your game could outstand many others on early access.

I'm recommending this mainly because of the cheap price, if it were $10 - $20 I'd probably say no. But at this price it's worth it,
get some more work done, and maybe it could be worth around $20, I hope this helped.

Thanks ~Vezmarok. m.a pesh pe jokul vostru pt ka eh de kkt shi sa va da dhau la muye sa moara familia mhea de nu va i.au
familia in shabe......
. Jolly Rover is that kind of game that starts off slowly, gets a lot better the further you progress into it, but never becomes truly
great. However, it still holds itself well in the adventure gaming market, with lots of impressive visual detail in its backgrounds
and character animations.

Item interactions and puzzles are very often straight-forward and obvious, though a few are actually truly clever. There is
voodoo magic that you learn throughout the game by mixing various symbols together, and is used pretty well as a puzzle
mechanic without ever becoming overly complex.

I enjoyed this mostly for the story and animation. While the puzzles weren't great, they never felt out-of-place or too simple,
and I feel the experience as a whole made for a very solid adventure game.

3 out of 5 foxes.. Don't buy this, this game can't be completed because after 4th tournament the tournament game mode breaks
and can't be played again. So you can never see all the tracks or play with the faster truck class. Also this bug was reported 2
years ago in the forums but the developer never responded or fixed the game.

Physics are bad, sounds are bad, AI has no challenge (overtake them in first corner and never see again), racing is boring.. The
game has good ideas but as far as gameplay I lost interest very fast. The different zones are all the same just with different
colors. Everything sort of blends together so sometimes it's hard to tell what is platform and what is just background. The game
is difficult which is nice but I didn't feel any kind of accomplishment or statisfaction when I finally completed a difficult area.
maybe it's just not the game for me
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